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How Close is Putin to the Hitler/Mussolini Ending? 
by Sue Kientz 

 

Since Russia began bleeding young (and not-so-young) draft-eligible men, everyone with an Internet 

connection is asking, is this the end of little Putin? “What is Putin thinking?” media talking heads all 

over the world bemoan. Forget what he’s thinking! You just need to triangulate or even quadrangulate to 

see where events and people are trending. We see Russia’s populace demonstrating, in real angst; 

thousands fleeing the country; Ukraine still making territorial gains even as parts of Ukraine had sham 

referenda that supposedly transferred the land to Russia; and Russia media being critical of Putin. How 

do we pinpoint Putin’s level of danger, whether he will become more dangerous (as some fear, possibly 

using “tactical” nuclear weapons) or whether he himself will be IN danger, liable to be removed in some 

way, finding his position untenable at last.  

 

One way to see what Putin might have in store is to ask, if Putin goes down, how would key others 

react? I’ve been looking at persons with reliable charts and have some answers. 

 

First, who would be thrilled at Putin’s demise? And when do such persons’ charts coalesce to “good 

fortune” indicators that might be coming while Russia continues outgassing its residents? To answer the 

second question – right around October 22, 2022, looks very plausible. Ironically, that’s the 60th 

anniversary of President Kennedy’s ominous TV address on the Cuban Missile Crisis. Even without 

mentioning the imminent anniversary, TV pundits now say the world hasn’t been so close to a nuclear 

engagement since then. So let’s look at these key figures for whom we have iron-clad birthdata and see 

how good (or bad) their transits and progression are by October 22: 

 

U.S. President Joe Biden.(1) Can you imagine the October Surprise of Biden announcing Putin 

suffered a coup or he’s locked himself in his solid-gold bathroom? Actually, Biden has aspects for that: 

 

• Transiting JupiterRx (0 Aries 30) applying trine Biden’s Sun/Venus (27 Scorpio 33/28 Scorpio 

33) – Say no more! 

• Transiting Pluto (26 Capricorn 09) recently direct, sextile Biden’s Sun/Venus – That’s darn 

powerful. Like having an Army/Navy Store. All of them. 
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• Transiting UranusRx (17 Taurus 37) opposite Biden’s Mercury (21 Scorpio 32) – Could be 

energizing. 

• Transiting Makemake (8 Libra 48) trine Biden’s Saturn (9 Gemini 57) – Remember, he’s the 

surprising (ala Makemake) “Comeback Kid.” 

• Transiting Sun/Venus/Haumea (all at 29 Libra) on Oct. 22 “looks like” Biden’s own Sun/Venus, 

which often indicates when the person experiences a life milestone. Haumea gives that “change” 

power. 

• Secondary Progressed Moon (5 Aries 36) sextiles p. Saturn (5 Gemini 35), trine p. Pluto (5 Leo 

49) – This is just one figure that impresses. Also see p. Mercury opposite n. Jupiter, and Mercury 

inching sextile Biden’s Sun/Venus.  

 

 
 

Ukraine President Volodymyr Zelenskyy.(2) Zelenskyy has the most amazing fortunate transits and 

progression, which I explained in March on eNews.(3) Let’s look afresh: 

 

• Transiting JupiterRx applying trine Zelenskyy’s Mars (0 Leo 14) – Great for war! 

• Transiting Mars (25 Gemini 11) applying conjunct Zelenskyy’s Jupiter (27 Gemini 09) – Similar 

to the above; just as fortunate. 

• Transiting UranusRx applying trine Zelenskyy’s Mercury (14 Capricorn 56) – Clever moves! 
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• Transiting Makemake trine Zelenskyy’s Sun/Venus (5 Aquarius 07, 5 Aquarius 53) – Another 

underestimated person like Biden; Zelenskyy makes Russia pay every time. In fact, Zelenskyy 

began his swift counteroffensive at JupiterRx (6 Aries) sextile his Sun/Venus. 

• Transiting Sun/Venus/Haumea (29 Libra) also “looks like” Zelenskyy’s Sun/Venus (5 Aquarius). 

Again, “change” is with the Sun/Venus people. What else does this say about the Biden-

Zelenskyy partnership? Biden’s got money/arms, and Zelenskyy the charisma/chutzpah. 

 

Are these the aspects we are looking for? Yes. Look what Obama(4) had when he (literally) deep-

sixed Osama bin Laden: 

 

• Transiting Jupiter/Mars/Eris (all 22 Aries) trine Obama’s Uranus (25 Leo 16) – He had an elite 

squad of Navy Seals with all the latest tech, swoop down, bam, and no casualties… except you-

know-who. 

• Transiting Uranus (2 Aries 46) trine Obama’s Mercury (2 Leo 19) and sextile his Jupiter (0 

Aquarius 51) – Just what I said above. 

• Transiting Saturn (11 Libra 51) sextile Obama’s Sun (12 Leo 32) – Obama got reelected (Hear 

that, Joe?) 

• Transiting Sun (11 Taurus 07) sesquiquadrate Makemake (26 Virgo 03) – “Looks like” Obama’s 

Sun conjunct Makemake (4 Leo 03). Makemake keyword: “Surprise!” Biggest milestone of his 

career. 

 

Who would be upset at Putin’s demise? 

 

Russian President Vladimir Putin.(5) Have you looked at his chart? Was that October 7, 1952? 

There’s a woman in Georgia (the Soviet one) claiming she gave Putin up for adoption at age 9, and since 

he moved to Russia (and spoke no Russian), his new parents “changed” his birth year from 1950 to 1952 

(his birthdate, she said, was October 7, 1950) to put him back a few grades. I wrote an article for the 

Astrological Journal on this surprising news.(6) Here’s 1950 Putin: 

 

• Transiting SaturnSD (18 Aquarius 35) is opposite Putin’s Moon/Pluto (17 Leo 02/19 Leo 22) and 

sesquiquadrate Putin’s Venus (3 Libra 43) – His rich friends are darned tired of the monetary 

sanctions (Venus). They’re sick of his weird obsession (Moon/Pluto) with invisible Ukrainian 

Nazis. And now the Russian people (Moon) don’t want to be sucked into his pet war (Pluto).  

• Transiting UranusRx (17 Taurus 37) square Putin’s Moon/Pluto and sesquiquadrate Putin’s 

Venus – Ditto above. Everyone is stuck in Russia with no money or they’re fleeing. It’s no fun 

anymore. 

• Progressed Sun (25 Sagittarius 46) square Putin’s Saturn/Mercury (25 Virgo 17/26 Virgo 28) – 

When the war started, he hit p. Sun square n. Saturn, so his failures make sense! Next up, Sun 

square n. Mercury. Bad news coming. 

 

Are Transits to Putin’s Moon that important? Maybe! I looked up a few guys who lost their 

dictatorships and luckily we have THEIR iron-clad birthdata: 

 

Benito Mussolini.(7) When Americans and Brits overran Italy in 1945, Italians were hopping mad at 

Mussolini leading them into destructive World War II, so they caught him and strung him up, at: 

 

• Transiting Uranus (11 Gemini 09) conjunct Mussolini’s Moon (9 Gemini 11) – It was so sudden! 

• Secondary Progressed Saturn (10 Gemini 05) conjunct Mussolini’s Moon – And so very 

disrespectful.  
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Adolf Hitler.(8) Just days after Mussolini met his fate, Hitler decided he better do something (like 

suicide) before the German people came for him, at: 

 

• Transiting Uranus (11 Gemini 15) semi-square Hitler’s Mercury (25 Aries 39) – Lost a sidekick. 

• Transiting Saturn (6 Cancer 31) opposite Hitler’s Moon (6 Capricorn 37) – That’s Putin, now 

• Secondary Progressed Sedna (5 Aries 44) square Hitler’s Moon – Sedna is like Saturn-Neptune, 

a really big bummer. 

 

So there’s hope for Ukraine! Read the Zelenskyy article below. Even if October 22, 2022, isn’t the big 

finale, that guy Zelenskyy is going to win this war.  
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